Executive Session
by OrangeTrail & Knowman

Enterprise Social Networks (ESNs) can help you radically improve engagement, the
pace of change and the liquidity of knowledge in your organisation.
Radical improvement does not happen by
doing the same thing just slightly better. You
will need to break a few bad habits and start
to adopt new ones along the way.
This session can help you to start paving the
transformation for your organisation by
exploring the opportunities of social
technology.

What's in the package?
•
•
•
•
•

An introduction to the opportunities social
technology unlocks in the 6 areas
First hand experience on successes, failures and
business cases
Deep dive into leadership dialogue for effective
employee engagement
Social technology experts deliver the session
The session lasts three hours

6 areas of opportunities
Leadership, change and engagement
Leaders and communication departments
that successfully use social technologies have
added key skills to their portfolio that
signiﬁcantly increase engagement, pace and
innovativeness.

Communications
Organisations are used to pushing information
down the hierarchy. However, communication is
changing from directional to networked.
Leaders must embrace this paradigm shift and
explore the power of networked
communication.

Smarter & faster teams
Teams on social technology can be more
productive, smarter, more agile, better aligned
and spend 60% less time in meetings, all while
having fun doing it.

Agile & lean processes
Social technology can signiﬁcantly reduce cycle
times of many organisational processes. Moreover,
by connecting human intelligence to these
activities, down time is reduced and systems are
improved.

Learning & organisational development
The transparency social technology enables
people to learn from each other through
questions, solutions and interactions. This
learning effect is remarkably powerful,
manageable and scalable.

Bots
Bots automate problem solving and internal
processes, saving employee hours, accelerating
your business and cutting through
inefﬁciencies.

If you are ready for the change, give us a call!
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